
SPECTRUM “REM” One Day Tri-Series Cricket Tournament

Spectrum Sports organized a One Day Tri-Series Cricket tournament for  Red Fm, ET NOW and Radio 
Mirchi as  “REM” Tournament on 7th Oct 2012, Sunday at the grounds of National Victor School,  I.P 
Extension.

The Tournament was based on League cum knockout basis to be judged on the basis of points collected 
by the winning teams after playing two matches each. All the matches were of 15 overs a side so as to 
complete the tournament in one day.

The first match was played between  ET NOW and Radio Mirchi, in which ET NOW won the toss and 
decide to Bat first. They scored 161 Runs in their quota of 15 overs and restricting Rdaio Mirchi for 155 
Runs in their 15 overs. It was a close shave for the ET NOW but a collective efforts of all the players 
showed ET NOW the way. ET NOW WON

The Second match was played between Radio Mirchi and their arch rivals RED FM, Mirchi this time won 
the toss and elected to bat first, scoring 143 Runs from their 15 Overs. But, It was a collapse from RED 
FM as they were all out on just 85 Runs and that too in the 14th Over. So, the Mirchi won the match one 
sided. RADIO MIRCHI WON

It was the Third match which was looking easy for ET NOW as they were on the top of the table after 
winning their first match from Mirchi. This third match was between RED FM and ET NOW and this time 
RED FM won the Toss and decided to Bat first. Their decision to bat first was right as they put a massive  
173 Runs in their 15 Overs for ET NOW to win. But, it was a sudden collapse of wickets for ET NOW as 
they were all out on just 76 Runs on board in 13.3 Overs. RED FM WON

So, after analysis, RED FM and RADIO MIRCHI were judged to play the Finals of 10 Overs each side on 
the basis of NRR.

It was once again the arch rivals in the Finals and Radio Mirchi put 104 Runs in 10 overs for Red FM to 
chase and lift the Trophy. And as the second innings started, it was a nail biting finish for the REDS 
chasing 104 Runs in the last over when they needed 6 runs off 6 balls and made 108 Runs.

RED FM won the Spectrum “REM” One Day Tri-Series Cricket Tournament


